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The rationale
• Primary school children are 

increasingly faced with the task 
of learning two or more spelling 
systems simultaneously, one of 
which is English;


• Need of scientific evidence that 
could inform spelling instruction;


• Rare or none experimental 
studies testing the effects of 
bilingual spelling intervention



Language-integrated spelling instruction?

• Language-integrated view of spelling 
development: Learning to spell involves 
the same language-learning skills 
across alphabetic systems


• Language-specific view of spelling 
development: the specific features of a 
language/spelling system determine 
which learning mechanisms will be most 
effective in learning to read and spell in 
that language


• Can the same spelling training be 
equally effective for learning to spell in a 
shallow and opaque orthography?  

Bilingual spelling intervention



• A RCT examined the language-
specific effects of a bilingual 
spelling intervention 


• The intervention: The mind’s ear 
and eye training (Berninger et al. 1998) 


• Participants: 6- to 9 year-old 
Italian children exposed to Italian 
(L1) and English (AL) spelling 
instruction

An intervention study



Stepped-wedge random cluster randomized trial

                                                            


Duration: 4 weeks (bi-weekly sessions)

The study

Children were trained on the spelling of 
English words and Italian words 
containing orthographic difficulties that 
required switching from phoneme–
grapheme spelling correspondences to 
larger grain size (multiletter) spelling 
units.


The training was adapted from Arfé et 
al. (2018)




Six steps

1. Word in lower case printed letters


2. Read aloud


3. Named letter-by-letter


4. Read again syllable-by-syllable 
(parsing multiletter units) 

5. Make a mental picture of the word


6. Read it from memory and write it down


7. Compare with target

The mind’s ear and eye training

Classroom training


+ home practice (12 words)



Participants
Italian children (N = 108); ages 6 to 9 years

•



Pretest-posttest assessment

Nonverbal abilities. The Primary Mental 
Ability spatial relations subscale (Thurstone 
& Thurstone, 1963)

Graphomotor abilities. The alphabet 
task (Berninger et al., 1997)

Italian spelling abilities. Battery for the 
Assessment of Dyslexia and 
Dysorthographia (DDE-2; Sartori et al., 
2007) 

English spelling abilities. Orthographic 
task (PAL-II, Berninger, 2007) 


Methods

Ad hoc Italian spelling task: 48 three- and 
four- syllable words containing context-
sensitive graphemes (g, c; i.e., letter strings such as 
chi, gli, gni, ghi, or sci, as in sciatore/skier or ringhiera/ 
railing), geminates (-tt- or -ss- as in passerotto/sparrow), or 
the /kw/ group (as in acquitrino/marsh or obliquo/oblique)


     25 trained                            23 untrained

               

Ad hoc English spelling task. 50 one- to 
three-syllable words selected from English 
textbooks and from the Children’s Printed 
Word database (Stuart et al., 1996).  

      25 trained                             25 untrained

r =.89

r =.88



Results
Gains between Time 1 and 2 and between Time 2 and 3



T1-T2 gains 

1. Children’s spelling skills improved 
significantly more with the 
intervention, both in Italian (d = 
0.69) and in English (d = 1.36)


2. For the experimental group, the 
intervention effects were similar in 
the two languages (Italian and 
English)


3. The waiting list group showed 
greater time effects in Italian than 
in English

Results: trained word list
Waiting list

Experimental



T2-T3 gains
1. Children’s spelling skills improved 

significantly more with the 
intervention both in Italian (d = 1.08) 
and English (d = 1.97) 


2. Language-specific effects: for the 
waiting list group the intervention 
was more effective on English 
spelling


3. Maintenance of the training effects 
were observed for the experimental 
group

Results: trained word lists

Waiting list

Experimental



T1-T2 gains

1. For the experimental group, the 
effects of the intervention were 
similar in the two languages  

2. Between Time 1 and Time 2, the two 
groups (experimental and waiting 
list) showed similar improvement in 
Italian 

3. Differences were observed in 
English: the experimental group 
improved more than the waiting list 
group (d = 0.54) 

Results: Generalization to untrained words
Waiting list

Experimental



T2-T3 gains

1. For the waiting list group the effects 
of the intervention were greater in 
English (d = 0.49) 


2. Between Time 2 and Time 3, the 
improvement of the two groups 
was similar in Italian 

3. Whereas, in English, the waiting 
list group showed greater gains (d 
= 1.03)

Results: Generalization to untrained words

Waiting list

Experimental



Language-general effects

• Correlations between spelling 
accuracy in the two languages 
were r = .62 for the trained lists 
and r = .56 for the untrained ones


• The language-integrated spelling 
intervention proved effective in 
both languages: With the 
intervention, children improved 
significantly in spelling both the 
Italian and the English trained 
word lists.

Discussion



Language-specific effects

• Generalization of the acquired spelling 
knowledge to the untrained word lists was 
significant for both groups only in English.


• Regularities are typically abstracted in 
Italian and English from spelling units of 
different size: smaller one-to-one 
phoneme–grapheme spelling units in Italian 
(L1) and larger, multiletter spelling units in 
English


• The greater generalization of the training 
effects in English suggests that the 
participants were better at extracting 
spelling patterns and rules when trained in 
their AL, rather than in their L1

Discussion



• The younger children in this 
study generalized more the 
acquired spelling knowledge to 
the new (untrained) Italian words. 


• Language specific effects may 
be greater for older writers 

A final note..
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